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Overview 
This document describes the features that have been added in the IBM® FileNet® Business Process 
Framework (BPF) 4.1 release. Typically, these features would be documented in the various BPF 
documents. However, to better focus on the new functionality and the steps you must take to implement 
it, the detailed documentation for the new features is provided in this addendum. 

This document is written for the designer or developer of a BPF application.  

These new features require that the Business Process Framework 4.1 software is installed and 
operational.  

The following features are new in BPF 4.1. Each feature is described in detail later in this document. 

• Merge Case Tool:  This tool can be exposed on the toolbar of the BPF Web Application like 
existing tools such as Create Case and Add Document. The Merge Case tool enables users to 
merge two existing cases into a single case, and to determine the case information to be carried 
forward in the surviving case. For example, the Merge Case tool can be valuable when two cases 
are inadvertently created for the same business transaction. The Merge Case tool provides an 
interactive mechanism that enables the user to consolidate such cases. 

• Split Case Tool:  This tool can be exposed on the toolbar of the BPF Web Application like 
existing tools such as Create Case and Add Document. The Split Case tool enables users to split 
an existing case to create a new and separate case. The user can specify the case type of the 
new case and to determine the information to be included in the newly created split case. For 
example, the Split Case tool can be valuable when a user determines that case actually 
represents two business transactions, such as a Name Change and a Policy Change, that require 
different workflows to be performed. The Split Case tool provides an interactive mechanism that 
enables the user to split the case and identify the correct case type as appropriate for the 
workflows.  

• Reclassify Case Tool:  This tool can be exposed on the toolbar of the BPF Web Application like 
existing tools currently such as Create Case and Add Document. The Reclassify Case tool 
enables users to reclassify a case by changing the case type. For example, the Reclassify Case 
tool can be valuable when a case is created with the wrong case type for the business transaction 
such as the case for a boat loan being created using the case type for car loans. The Reclassify 
Case tool provides an interactive mechanism that enables the user to correct the case type and 
restart the case on the correct workflow process based on the new case type.  

• Multiple Object Store Support:  This feature provides an optional, advanced configuration for 
using BPF with multiple object stores. Single object store support is still provided, and is the 
simplest way to configure a BPF application. Multiple object store support enables you to store 
document objects in an object store other than the object store in which BPF case objects are 
stored. This feature enables you to store case objects in unique object stores based on the case 
type. In addition, this feature enables you to store audit log objects in a separate object store 
location, which might be advantageous because of the larger volume of audit log objects. 
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Merge Case Tool 
Overview 
The Merge Case tool can be exposed on the toolbar of the BPF Web Application like existing tools such 
as Create Case and Add Document. The Merge Case tool enables users to merge two existing cases into 
a single case, and to determine the case information to be carried forward in the surviving case. For 
example, the Merge Case tool can be valuable when two cases are inadvertently created for the same 
business transaction. The Merge Case tool provides an interactive mechanism that enables the user to 
consolidate such cases. 

The Merge Case tool can be configured only as an Inbasket tool, which means that this tool is available 
only when a case is open in the BPF Web Application.  

The Merge operation can not be used on a case which has eForms data associated with it. (See the 
eForms Integration to BPF documentation for more information on this type of association). 

When using the Merge Case tool, the user typically identifies and opens from the Inbasket the case that is 
to be carried forward. This case is called the survivor case. The survivor case receives information from 
the other case, which is called the discarded case.  

After the merge process is complete, the survivor case remains active. The discarded case is no longer 
active and might be removed altogether, depending on configuration.  

After the Merge Case tool is configured on the toolbar and operational in the BPF Web Application, it 
appears when a case is opened as shown in the following screen capture. (The presentation might vary 
based on how the Merge Case tool and the BPF Web Application layout are configured).  
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Runtime Usage 
When the user selects the Merge Case tool in the BPF Web Application, the first page of the Merge Case 
dialog box is displayed as shown in the following screen capture: 

 
 

Enter Case ID to be Merged 
The Case ID and Case Type of the case currently open in the BPF Web Application are displayed. By 
default, the open case is assumed to be survivor case. However, the user can switch the survivor and 
discarded cases on a subsequent page of the dialog box. The user enters the Case ID of the case to be 
merged with the open case.  
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NOTE  The Merge Case tool does not include any search capability. If the case ID is not known, the user 
must use the Case Search capabilities of the BPF Web Application to determine the case ID before 
beginning the merge process.  

The user then clicks Next to proceed with the merge process. 
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Select Survivor Case and Match Fields 
After the user selects the case to be merged with the open case, the second page of the Merge Case 
dialog box is displayed as shown in the following screen capture. This page enables the user to 
determine the survivor case and the field values that are to survive after the two cases are merged. 

 
 

Survivor Case 

By default, the survivor case is the case that was open in the BPF Web Application when the user 
selected the Merge Case tool. However, the user can switch the survivor and discarded cases by clicking 
the button that appears between the survivor and discarded case information. 

Application Fields 

The case type of the survivor case determines the application fields that are applicable to the survivor 
case. If the user is merging cases with different case types, there can be differences in the fields and data 
values in the two cases. The user resolves these differences as part of the merge process. 

The user interface divides the fields into the following three categories to simplify the merging of the field 
data: 

• Unmatched Fields:  This category identifies the application fields that are not common between 
the case types. The user needs to pay special attention to these fields to determine the data to be 
included in the survivor case. 

• Unmatched Data:  This category identifies the application fields that are common between the 
case types (that is, fields that have the same name), but that have different data values. The user 
should pay special attention to resolving why the values are different and to determining what 
data values should be included in the survivor case. 

• Matched Fields and Data:  This category identifies the application fields that are common 
between the case types (that is, fields that have the same field names) and that have the same 
data values. Typically, the user does not need to take action for these fields. 
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The user can expand and collapse these categories to use screen territory more efficiently and to focus 
on specific problem areas.  

Moving and Changing Data Values 
It might be necessary for the user to cut and paste data from one field to another to obtain the correct 
information for the data fields.  

To change the data in a survivor field, the user clicks the down arrow button to the right of that field. A list 
of the application fields from the discarded case is displayed. The user selects a field from this list to copy 
the value of that field into the survivor field. 

The user can also possible to position the cursor in a survivor field and type a value if the correct value is 
not contained in the discarded case. 

NOTE  Any time that the data in a field is changed, field validation is performed to ensure that the data is 
valid for the field type. 

If a field has been changed, the checkbox to the left of the field name is selected to visually remind the 
user that a change has been made.    

Reset and Reset All Button 
Along with the standard buttons Back, Finish, and Cancel, two additional buttons are available to reset 
the data field values to their original values. The user can reset an individual field by putting the cursor in 
the field and clicking Reset. The user can reset all fields by clicking Reset All. 

Back Button 
To return to the first page of the Merge Case dialog box, the user clicks Back. 

Finish Button 
The user clicks Finish to begin the merge process. 

During the merge process, the system  

• Validates the field values and ensures that required fields are filled. Appropriate error messages 
are displayed prompting the user for corrections if these conditions are not met. 

• Moves all attached documents to the survivor case, removing any duplicates. 

• Copies the existing audit log entries of the discarded case to the survivor case if specified in the 
configuration settings for the Merge Case tool. See Configuration for more information. 

• Terminates any workflows that are associated with the discarded case.  

• Retains or deletes the discarded case object based on configuration settings. See Configuration 
for more information. 

• Writes entries for the merge event to the audit logs for the survivor case and, if the case is not 
deleted, updates the Bp8MergeCaseTo property in the discarded case. 

After the merge successfully completes, either the Inbasket is refreshed and displayed to the user to 
select another case or the GetNext mode is refreshed to open the next available case. 
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Configuration 
There are two areas of configuration required to implement the Merge Case tool: 

• Use the BPF Explorer configuration tool to configure the properties of the Merge Case tool. The 
Inbasket configuration then makes it available for a given Inbasket or role.  

• Use the BPF Explorer to set the two application settings that govern the overall behavior of the 
Merge Case tool. 

BPF Explorer 
In BPF Explorer, all standard tools are found in the Tools configuration section. The Merge Case tool is a 
standard tool delivered in the BPF Base Manifest and BPF Case Management Manifest when BPF 4.1 is 
installed. Selecting the Merge Case tool in BPF Explorer displays the following dialog box: 

 
 

In addition, you must perform the Inbasket Configuration in BPF Explorer to configure a tool with a 
specific Inbasket or role.  

After you configure the tool for an Inbasket or a role, the tool appears as an option on the toolbar when a 
case is opened in that Inbasket or for that role. 
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See the IBM FileNet Business Process Framework Explorer Handbook for information about the standard 
use of the Tools Configuration and Inbasket Configuration. These procedures are the same for the Merge 
Case tool. 

Application Settings 
The following Application Settings in BPF Explorer control the general behavior of the Merge Case tool: 

• Copy Audit Log Entries - Applicable for merge and split (Default: true):  This option is used 
by both the Merge Case tool and Split Case tool. If enabled, all audit log entries from the 
discarded case object are copied to the survivor case object during a merge. If disabled, the audit 
log entries of the discarded case are not copied to the survivor case. By default, this option is 
enabled.  

• Delete discarded Case Object – Applicable for merge (Default: false):  This option is used 
exclusively by the Merge Case tool. If disabled, the discarded case object is not be deleted by the 
merge process. If enabled, the discarded case object is deleted from the object store by the 
merge process. By default, this option is disabled.  
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Split Case Tool 
Overview 
The Split Case tool can be exposed on the toolbar of the BPF Web Application like existing tools such as 
Create Case and Add Document. The Split Case tool enables users to split an existing case to create a 
new and separate case. The user can specify the case type of the new case and to determine the 
information to be included in the newly created split case. For example, the Split Case tool can be 
valuable when a user determines that case actually represents two business transactions, such as a 
Name Change and a Policy Change, that require different workflows to be performed. The Split Case tool 
provides an interactive mechanism that enables the user to split the case and identify the correct case 
type as appropriate for the workflows. 

The Split Case tool can be configured only as an Inbasket tool, which means that this tool available only 
when a case is open in the BPF Web Application. 

The Split operation can not be used on a case which has eForms data associated with it. (See the 
eForms Integration to BPF documentation for more information on this type of association). 

When using the Split Case tool, the user typically identifies and opens from the Inbasket the case that is 
to be split.  

After the Split Case tool is configured on the toolbar and operational in the BPF Web Application, it 
appears when a case is opened as shown in the following screen capture. (The presentation might vary 
based on how the Split Case tool is configured).  
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Runtime Usage 
When the user selects the Split Case tool in the BPF Web Application, the first page of the Split Case 
dialog box is displayed as shown in the following screen capture: 

 
 

Select Case Type for New Case 
The first input the user must provide is the case type for the new case. The system does not assume that 
the new case is of the same case type as the original case.  

After a valid Case Type is selected, the user clicks Next to proceed with the split process. 
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Check field values of original and new Case Type 
After the user selects the case type for the new case, the second page of the Split Case dialog box 
appears as shown in the following screen capture. This page enables the user to determine the field 
values for both the original and new case objects. 

 
 

Application Fields 

If the user specifies a different case type for the new case, there may be application field differences 
between the cases. As a result, the user might need to enter or copy data entered or copied into fields 
before the Split Case tool creates the new case. The user can also update the application field values for 
the original case. 

The user interface divides the fields into the following categories to simplify the creation of the field data 
values: 

• Unmatched Fields:  This category identifies the application fields that are not common between 
the case types. The user must determine the data to be entered or copied into the new case 
fields as the data cannot be automatically copied from matching fields. 

• Matched Fields:  This category identifies the application fields that are common between the 
case types (that is, the fields have the same names). The data values from the original case are 
automatically copied to the new case. Typically, the user does not need to take action on these 
fields. 

The user can expand and collapse these categories to use screen territory more efficiently and to focus 
on specific problem areas.  
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Moving and Changing Data Values 
It might be necessary for the user to cut and paste data from one field to another in order to obtain the 
correct information for the new case data fields.  

To change the data in the new case field, the user selects the down arrow button to the right of that field. 
A list of the application fields from the original case is displayed. The user selects a field from this list to 
copy the value of that field into the new case field. 

The user can also position the cursor in a new case field and type a value if the correct value is not 
contained in the original case.  

NOTE  Any time that the data in a field is changed, field validation is performed to ensure that the data is 
valid for the field type. 

If a field has been changed, the checkbox to the left of the field name is selected to visually remind the 
user that a change has been made. 

Reset and Reset All Buttons 
Along with the standard buttons Finish and Cancel, two additional buttons are available to reset changed 
field values to their original values. The user can reset an individual field by putting the cursor in that field 
and clicking Reset. The user can reset all fields by clicking Reset All. 

Back and Next Buttons 
To return to the first page of the Split Case dialog box, the user clicks Back. To continue to the next page, 
the user clicks Next. 

Finish Button 
If the user clicks Finish before selecting the attachments to be copied or moved to the new case, a 
confirmation dialog box is displayed with the following message: 

Finishing split here will copy all the attachments from original Case to new Case. You can select 
specific attachments by clicking “No” here and navigating to next screen using Next button click. 

If the user clicks Yes, the split process begins. 

During the split process, the system 

• Validates the field values and ensures that required fields are filled. Appropriate error messages 
are displayed prompting to the user for corrections if these conditions are not met. 

• Copies all appropriate attached documents to the new case.   

• Copies the existing audit log entries of the original case to the new case if specified in the 
configuration settings for the Split Case tool. See Configuration section for more information. 

• Creates a work object and launches a workflow for the new case based on case type. 

• Writes entries for the split event to the audit logs for the original case and the new case. 

After the split successfully completes, the user interface control returns to the case that was open at the 
time the split was initiated. 
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Select attachments that you want to copy or move from original Case to new 
Case 
If the user chooses to specify the disposition of attachments between the cases, the third page of the Split 
Case dialog box appears as shown in the following screen capture. This page enables the user to select 
the disposition of the attachments indicate whether attachments in the original case are to be copied or 
moved to the new case or are to remain only in the original case. 

 
 

Back Button 
To return to the second page of the Split Case dialog box, the user clicks Back. 

Reset All Button 
The user clicks Reset All to clear all checkboxes. 

Copy All and Move All Buttons 
The user clicks Copy All to select all documents for both the original case and the new case. This action 
results in the documents being copied to the new case. 

The user clicks Move all to select all documents for the new case and to clear all documents for the 
original case. This action results in the documents being moved from the original case to the new case. 

Finish Button 
The user clicks Finish to begin the split process. 

During the split process, the system 

• Validates the field values and ensures that required fields are filled. Appropriate error messages 
are displayed prompting the user for corrections if these conditions are not met. 

• Copies and moves the attached documents to the new case as specified by the user. 

• Copies the audit log entries for the original case to the audit log for the new case if specified in 
the configuration settings for the Split Case tool. See Configuration for more information. 

• Creates a work object and launches a workflow object for the new case based on case type. 

• Writes entries for the split event in the audit logs for the original case and the new case. 

Once the split successfully completes, the user interface control returns to the case that was open at the 
time the split was initiated.  
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Configuration 
There are two areas of configuration required to implement the Split Case tool: 

• Use the BPF Explorer configuration tool to configure the properties Split Case tool. The Inbasket 
configuration then makes the tool available for a given Inbasket or role.  

• Use the BPF Explorer to set the application setting that governs the overall behavior of the Split 
Case tool. 

BPF Explorer 
In BPF Explorer, all standard tools are found in the Tools configuration section. The Split Case tool is a 
standard tool delivered in the BPF Base Manifest and BPF Case Management Manifest when BPF 4.1 is 
installed. Selecting the Split Case tool in BPF Explorer displays the following dialog box: 

 
 

In addition, you must perform the Inbasket Configuration in BPF Explorer to configure a tool with a 
specific Inbasket or role.  

After you configure the tool for an Inbasket or role, the tool appears as an option on the toolbar when a 
case is opened in that Inbasket or for that role.  

See the IBM FileNet Business Process Framework Explorer Handbook for information about the standard 
use of the Tools Configuration and Inbasket Configuration. These procedures are the same for the Split 
Case tool. 
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Application Settings 
The following Application Settings in BPF Explorer control the general behavior of the Split Case tool: 

• Copy Audit Log Entries - Applicable for merge and split (Default: true):  This option is used 
by both the Merge Case tool and Split Case tool. If enabled, all audit log entries from the original 
case object are copied to the new case object during the split. If disabled, the audit log entries of 
the original case are not copied to the new case. By default, this option is enabled.  
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Reclassify Case Tool 
Overview 
The Reclassify Case tool provides an optional, advanced configuration for using BPF with multiple object 
stores. Single object store support is still provided, and is the simplest way to configure a BPF application. 
Multiple object store support enables you to store document objects in an object store other than the 
object store in which BPF case objects are stored. This feature enables you to store case objects in 
unique object stores based on the case type. In addition, this feature enables you to store audit log 
objects in a separate object store location, which might be advantageous because of the larger volume of 
audit log objects. 

The Reclassify Case tool can be configured only as an Inbasket Tool, which means that this tool is 
available only when a case is open in the BPF Web Application. 

When using the Reclassify Case tool, the user typically identifies and opens from the Inbasket the case 
that is to be reclassified.  

The Reclassify operation can not be used on a case which has eForms data associated with it. (See the 
eForms Integration to BPF documentation for more information on this type of association). 

After the Reclassify Case tool is configured on the toolbar and operational in the BPF Web Application, it 
appears when a case is open as shown in the following screen capture. (The presentation might vary 
based on how the Reclassify Case tool is configured).  
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Runtime Usage 
When the user selects the Reclassify Case tool in the BPF Web Application, the first page of the 
Reclassify Case dialog box is displayed as shown in the following screen capture. 

 

Case Type Selection 
The first input the user must provide is the case type to which the open case is to be reclassified.  

After a valid Case Type is selected, the user clicks Next to proceed with the reclassify process. 

Reclassify Case Fields 
After the user selects the new case type, the second page of the Reclassify Case dialog box appears as 
shown in the following screen capture. This page enables the user to determine the field values to be 
used in the reclassified case object. 

NOTE  The Case ID is not changed by the Reclassify Case tool. 
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Application Fields 

During a reclassify case operation, the user changes the case type. If the new case type has different 
application fields than the old case type, the user can enter or copy data into these fields as part of the 
reclassify process.  

The user interface divides the fields into the following categories to simplify the creation of the field data 
values: 

• Unmatched Fields:  This category identifies the application fields that are not common between 
the case types. The user must determine the data to be entered or copied into the new case 
fields as the data cannot be automatically copied from matching fields. 

• Matched Fields:  This category identifies the application fields that are common between the 
case types (that is, the fields have the same names). The data values from the old case are 
automatically copied to the new case. Typically, the user does not need to take action on these 
fields. 

The user can expand and collapse these categories to use screen territory more efficiently and to focus 
on specific problem areas.  

Moving and Changing Data Values 
It might be necessary for the user to cut and paste data from one field to another in order to obtain the 
correct information for the new case data fields.  

To change the data in the new case field, the user selects the down arrow button to the right of that field. 
A list of the application fields from the old case is displayed. The user selects a field from this list to copy 
the value of that field into the new case field. 

The user can also position the cursor in a new case field and type a new value if the correct value is not 
contained in the old case. 

NOTE  Any time that the data in a field is changed, field validation is performed to ensure that the data is 
valid for the field type. 

If a field has been changed, the checkbox to the left of the field name is selected to visually remind the 
user that a change has been made. 

The user cannot change original case field values during the Reclassify Case process. These values 
must be changed in the BPF Web Application user interface after the reclassification is complete.  

Back Buttons 
To return to the first page of the Reclassify Case dialog box, the user clicks Back. 

Reset and Reset All Buttons 
Along with the standard buttons Finish and Cancel, two additional buttons are available to reset changed 
field values to their original values. The user can reset an individual field by putting the cursor in the field 
and clicking Reset. The user can reset all fields by clicking Reset All. 

Finish Button 
The user clicks Finish to begin the reclassify process. 

During the reclassify process, the system 

• Validates the field values and ensures that required fields are filled. Appropriate error messages 
are displayed prompting the user for corrections if these conditions are not met. 

• Retains the attached documents in the case as appropriate for the new case type. 
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• Retains the audit log entries of the case, adding a log entry for the reclassify event.  

• Creates a work object and launches a workflow for the new case based on case type. 

• Retains the same Case ID as the original case. 

After the reclassification successfully completes, the user interface control returns to the reclassified case 
in the BPF Web Application.  

Configuration 
Use the BPF Explorer configuration tool to configure the properties of the Reclassify Case tool. The 
Inbasket configuration then makes the tool available for a given Inbasket or role.  

BPF Explorer 
In BPF Explorer, all standard tools are found in the Tools configuration section. The Reclassify Case tool 
is a standard tool delivered in the BPF Base Manifest and BPF Case Management Manifest when BPF 
4.1 is installed. Selecting the Reclassify Case tool in BPF Explorer displays the following dialog box: 

 
 

In addition, you must perform the Inbasket Configuration in BPF Explorer to configure a tool with a 
specific Inbasket or role.  

After you configure the tool for an Inbasket or role, the tool appears as an option on the toolbar when a 
case is opened in that Inbasket or for that role. 
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See the IBM FileNet Business Process Framework Explorer Handbook for information about the standard 
use of the Tools Configuration and Inbasket Configuration. These procedures are the same for the new 
Reclassify Case tool. 

Multiple Object Store Support 
Overview 
 Multiple object store support provides an optional, advanced configuration for using BPF with multiple 
object stores. Single object store support is still provided, and is the simplest way to configure a BPF 
application. Multiple object store support enables you to store document objects in an object store other 
than the object store in which BPF case objects are stored. This feature enables you to store case objects 
in unique object stores based on the case type. In addition, this feature enables you to store audit log 
objects in a separate object store location, which might be advantageous because of the larger volume of 
audit log objects. 

Runtime Usage 
Typically, users are not exposed to the location of objects stored within the Content Engine object store, 
as the location is determined by the configuration. To support use of multiple object stores, the Create 
Case and Add Document tools have been enhanced to enable the user to specify the storage location for 
attached documents. Thus case attachments no longer need to reside in the same object store as the 
case object.  

The default value for the document object store field is determined by the selected case type, and is 
obtained from the case type configuration. If no object store is configured for a case type, the system 
uses value specified for the system-wide configuration setting Default Content Engine Object Store 
Name. 

Create Case Tool 
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Add Document Tool 

  

Configuration 

BPF Explorer, Application, and System-wide settings 
The system-wide setting Default Content Engine Object Store Name is still used to store a default 
Content Engine Object Store name. This setting is used when an object store is not entered in the case 
type definition. This behavior is the same for both multiple and single object store support. 

A new system-wide setting Bootstrap Content Engine Object Store Name specifies the object store to 
be used  

• By the BPF Web Application to obtain access role and Workplace preference information 

• By the Bp8Setting object to increment and assign the Bp8CaseID for new case creation 

• To store BPF application preference file and user preference information 
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BPF Explorer and Case Type Configuration 
The Case Type configuration has been enhanced to enable you to specify object store references for the 
case object, documents, and audit log entries. 

 
 

Case Type  
properties 

Description 

Case Type name Type the name of the case type. When assigning the case type 
name, ensure that it is unique. 

Once the case type is created, do not modify the name. Modifying 
the name can have a negative impact on the runtime execution as 
many BPF features reference the field by this name. 

Workflow name Enter the name of the workflow process to be attached to a case 
object when created. 
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Case Type  
properties 

Description 

Content Engine Case Object: 

 

Object Store:  

 

 

Select the object store name in which new case objects of this 
case type are to be stored. If left empty, the object store specified 
for the Default Content Engine Object Store configuration 
setting is used. 

…[button] – Allows the user to lookup and select a valid CE 
object store name from the Content Engine Enterprise Manager 
interface.  

Class Name: Enter the Content Engine custom object class name that contains 
the class definition for new case objects for this case type. This 
class must be defined in the object store referenced above.  

Favorite Field name: Enter a single case field to be displayed in the status bar area 
when a case is opened. This data, which appears for every tab, is 
useful when the case has multiple tabs and the field provides 
information that enables the user to identify the case.  

…[button] – Allows the user to lookup and select a valid Content 
Engine property from the Content Engine Enterprise Manager 
interface. 

Content Engine Document: 

 

Object Store: 

 

 

Select the Object Store name to be the default object store for all 
attached documents for this case type. If left empty, the value of 
the Default Content Engine Object Store configuration setting is 
used.  

…[button] – Allows the user to lookup and select a valid Content 
Engine object store name from the Content Engine Enterprise 
Manager interface.  

Class Name: Enter the Content Engine document class name that contains the 
attached document for this case type. This class must be defined 
in the object store referenced above. 

Content Engine Audit Log: 

 

Object Store: 

 

 

  

 

 

Select the Object Store name to be used as the object store in 
which audit log entries for this case type are stored. If left empty, 
the value of the Default Content Engine Object Store configuration 
setting is used. 

…[button] – Allows the user to lookup and select a valid Content 
Engine object store name from the Content Engine Enterprise 
Manager interface.  

Display this Case Type in 
Create Case tool 

Select this option to display the case type name when the user 
invokes the Create Case tool in the BPF Web Application. (The 
user cannot modify the read-only case type name.) 
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Case Type  
properties 

Description 

Enable feature “browse for local 
file” in Create Case tool 

Select this option to provide a browse button on the Create Case 
dialog box that enables users to select a local file to be attached to 
the new case. 
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Notices 
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.  

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries. 
Consult your local IBM representative for information on the products and services currently available in 
your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only 
that IBM product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or 
service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the 
user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service. 

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this document. 
The furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these patents. You can send license 
inquiries, in writing, to: 

IBM Director of Licensing 
IBM Corporation 
North Castle Drive 
Armonk, NY  10504-1785 
U.S.A. 

For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM Intellectual Property 
Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to: 

IBM World Trade Asia Corporation 
Licensing 
2-31 Roppongi 3-chome, Minato-ku 
Tokyo 106-0032, Japan 

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country where such 
provisions are inconsistent with local law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES 
CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some 
states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this 
statement may not apply to you. 

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically 
made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM 
may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this 
publication at any time without notice. 

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in 
any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part 
of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk. 

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes appropriate without 
incurring any obligation to you. 

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of enabling: (i) the 
exchange of information between independently created programs and other programs (including this 
one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been exchanged, should contact: 

IBM Corporation 
J46A/G4 
555 Bailey Avenue 
San Jose, CA  95141-1003 
U.S.A. 

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in some cases, 
payment of a fee. 
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The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material available for it are provided by 
IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License Agreement or any 
equivalent agreement between us. 

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled environment. Therefore, the 
results obtained in other operating environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may have 
been made on development-level systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the 
same on generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been estimated 
through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document should verify the applicable data 
for their specific environment. 

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their 
published announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested those products and 
cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM 
products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of 
those products. 

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or withdrawal without 
notice, and represent goals and objectives only. 

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. To illustrate 
them as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and 
products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an 
actual business enterprise is entirely coincidental. 

COPYRIGHT LICENSE: 

This information contains sample application programs in source language, which illustrate programming 
techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample programs 
in any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing 
application programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating platform for 
which the sample programs are written. These examples have not been thoroughly tested under all 
conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these 
programs. 

Trademarks 
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation in the United States, other 
countries, or both. 

FileNet is a registered trademark of FileNet Corporation, in the United States, other countries, or both. 

Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others. 
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